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Why focus on financial risks?

• Changing structure of agriculture
• Financing is an important component of farming and processing operations
• Design of farm programs
Market drivers in agriculture

- Economic / population growth in emerging markets
- Consumer food preferences
- Trade

Growth abroad scenario

- Economic / population growth
- Westernization of food preferences
- Supply shocks yield more volatility
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Domestic growth scenario

“Below-normal” growth levels/ public debt

Inflation threat

Upward pressures on interest rates
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Canadian farm debt
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Consumers’ food preferences

- Food safety
- Health and nutrition
- Values-based purchasing
- Ethnic preferences
Marketing mechanisms for the agri-food supply chain

- Value chains
- Strategic alliances
- Horizontal / vertical integration

Trade

- Composition of trade is changing
- Competitiveness is impacted by financial variables
- Focus on bilateral deals
Exchange rate volatility
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Market access across regions
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Keys with regards to financial risk and design of farm policy